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ON PSEUDO-DIFFERENTIABILITY

ROBERTO COMINETTI

Abstract. We present some new relations between the pseudo-derivatives and

parabolic epiderivatives recently introduced by Rockafellar, and also its infinite

dimensional counterparts. Significant extensions of the most important known

results are proven, which further clarify the range of applicability of this new

theory.

1. Introduction

There are nowadays several theories of generalized differentiability which

have considerably enlarged the spectrum of optimization problems which can

be treated by variational methods.

This renewed interest in differentiating nondifferentiable functions began in

the sixties with the development of the theory of convex analysis, which is

mainly associated with the names of J. J. Moreau and R. T. Rockafellar, but

which is grounded, as most mathematical theories do, on many previous works,

and specially in this case those of Fenchel.

In the nonconvex setting there have also been significant contributions, of

which we can mention those of Pshenichnyi (1971), Clarke (1973), Warga

(1976), Ioffe (1979), and Penot (1985); and which cover a large variety of

functions appearing in optimization.

If the situation is quite settled in what we may call the first order generalized

analysis, the higher order case, and particularly the second order one, is still

in the making. Nevertheless, we already dispose of a variety of proposals—in

addition to the already cited works of Ioffe [15] and Penot [20] which cover

first order as well as higher order derivatives—specifically concerning second

order derivatives, as those of Aubin [3], Auslender [4], Ben-Tal and Zowe [5,

6], Chaney [8, 9], Cominetti and Correa [10, 11], Hiriart-Urruty et al. [14],

Hiriart-Urruty [13], Rockafellar [23], and Seeger [26] just to cite some of them.

Another approach was recently presented by Rockafellar [24] under the des-

ignation of Pseudo-Dififierentiability (see also [23 and 18]). The distinguishing
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feature of this approach is the way in which limits are taken for defining the

"derivatives", namely, the usual pointwise convergence is replaced by the rela-

tively novel notion of epiconvergence. The so-defined differentiability notions

have revealed interesting properties of locally uniform approximation of the

functions, which have a strong geometrical basis; and at the same time, they are

still weak enough to be applicable to a large and interesting class of functions

as shown in [24].

Our goal in this paper is to further explore the relations between the deriva-

tives obtained by proceeding in this way and to present significant extensions of

the most important known results in "epigraphical" differentiability [24], which

further clarify the range of applicability of this theory, as they get closer to the

minimal assumptions for having the results in question.

Moreover, we present our results not just in the finite dimensional case but

in the more general setting of a reflexive Banach space. The only 'difficulty'

introduced by this is at a technical level, since we must replace the epigraphical

convergence by the slightly more complicated notion of Mosco-convergence,

which coincides with the former in the finite dimensional case.

2. Recalling some definitions and results

As pointed out in the introduction, pseudo-derivatives are defined in terms of

Mosco-convergence (M-convergence hereafter) of different kinds of differential

quotients. Accordingly, we shall recall in this section some basic facts on M-

convergence (and epiconvergence), just enough so that the reader will not need

to look elsewhere for definitions and results. Nevertheless, the interested reader

may find a fairly complete account on the subject in [1, Attouch] and references

therein.

In order to settle the terminology and notation we shall employ, let us say that

for the rest of this paper (X, \\ • ||) will be an abstract reflexive Banach space

with topological dual X*. The strong (norm) and weak topologies on X will

be denoted respectively by S and W. Similarly, S* and W* will represent

the strong and weak (or weak- * since X is supposed reflexive) topologies on

X*. We denote by (•, •) the canonical pairing between X and X* and by || • ||

the dual norm in X* (hopefully no confusion should arise from using the same

symbol to designate the norms in X and X*). As usual we shall write ' —' '

to indicate weak convergence and ' —► ' for the strong one, both in X and X*.

Finally, we shall write 'inf for interior and a bar to denote closure. The closed

ball of center y and radius r is denoted B(y, r).

Some acquaintance with basic facts from convex analysis, particularly those

concerning Fenchel-Moreau conjugacy, will be assumed. However, we shall

occasionally recall some definitions in order to fix the notation. The extended

real field K = Mu{-oo,+co} will be endowed with the customary extended

'in this sense, Rockafellar's approach may be compared to the work of Penot [20] who system-

atically considers the lower epilimit and also to that of Dolecki [ 12] who has used various kinds of

convergences to define first order derivatives.
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operations, order, and topology familiar from convex analysis.

Let us proceed by recalling what Mosco-convergence is. A sequence of func-

tions tpn: X —► K is A/-convergent to tp: X ^ R when for all x £ X the

following hold,

(a) (Vx„ -, x)   liminftpJx) > <p(x), and
m " n-,00     "    "

(b) (3xn^x)    Jiim <p„(xn) = tp(x).

In such a case we shall write tpn-* tp or tp = M-limtpn.

This notion of convergence enjoys many useful properties in connection with

variational problems, both for applications and for theoretical questions (see

[1] and the long list of references therein).

It is the infinite dimensional counterpart of yet another type of convergence,

called epiconvergence to which is reduced when X is finite dimensional. We

find it useful to recall this notion too, which can be presented in more geomet-

ric terms and may help the nonacquainted reader in understanding what these

convergences are.

As the terminology suggests, epiconvergence of a family of functions from

Rm to R, amounts to the (set) convergence of the corresponding epigraphs.

Therefore we shall begin by recalling the notion of convergence of sets in the

sense of Kuratowski.

The upper limit and lower limit of a family (C„)n6N of subsets of Rm (or

more generally any topological space) are defined respectively by

lim sup C„ := {x£Rm: (3/ c N)(3y„ e Cn), yn %J x),

lim inf Cn := {x£Rm: (3yn £Cn),  y„ - x).

With this notation one can say that a family of sets Cn converges to C when

C = lim sup Cn = lim inf Cn . We shall denote this fact by Cn * C.
It is easy to show that convergence of sets in the above sense is equivalent

(in the finite dimensional case!) to the pointwise convergence of the associated

distance functions, that is to say

(2) C„ * C <*C is closed and d(-,Cn)^d(-, C)

where " ^+ " denotes pointwise convergence, and d(-, S) the distance function

d(x,S) = inf{\\x-y\\ :y£S).

We may now define epiconvergence as follows: a sequence (<p„)neH of func-

tions from Rm  to R is said to epiconverge to a function tp  if and only if

ePK<Pn) -► epi(ç?). In such a case we shall write <pn ̂ tp or tp = elimtpn .

One of the most useful characterizations of epiconvergence is given in terms

2Recall that the epigraph of /: X — R is the set epi(/) = {(x, r) £ X xR: f(x) < r) .
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of the upper and lower epilimits

elimra(.x) := limlimsup    inf    tpJy),

ehmtp„(x) := limliminf    inf    <pfy).
" rj.0     «l-oo   yeB(x,r)    "

Namely, we have the following result.

Theorem 2.1 (Mosco). The following are equivalent:

(i)  <Pn -> 9 < _
(ii) <p(x) = elim(pn(x) = elimtpn(x), (Vx£Rm).   D

Having made this disgression about epiconvergence, let us come back to the

more general setting. As a matter of fact, in this paper we shall be concerned

with "continuous" sequences of functions (ft)t>0 ■ In this case we shall simply

say that this family A7-converges to tp as t tends to 0, which we still denote

by tpt -, tp or tp = M- lim tpt, when for every sequence tn { 0 we have <pt -* tp

in the previously defined sense. This amounts to say that for every x £ X one

has,

(a) Nx, -> x) lim inf»,(x,) > tp(x),
(31                                    ' «10     '   '

(b) (Vr„ | 0)(3xn -, x)    lim tpt(xn) = tp(x).

We may now proceed to recall some results on iVi-convergenge, of which the

following one asserting the "bicontinuity" of the Fenchel-Moreau conjugacy, is

one of the cornerstones.

Theorem 2.2 (Mosco). Suppose that (tpt)t>Q and tp are closed proper convex

functions. Then tpt —» tp if and only if tp* -, tp*.   D

Simple examples may be constructed, even in the finite dimensional setting, to

show that M-convergence and pointwise convergence do not imply each other.

However some relations between both kinds of convergence do exist. Let us

mention the following trivial fact.

Proposition 2.3. The following are equivalent:

(a) the M-limit and the pointwise limit of tpt exist and coincide.

(b) (Vx 6 X)(yxt -, x), liminf(i0 <pt(xt) > limsupu0 tpfx).   D

Much more subtle relations are known. We shall only retain the following

finite dimensional results [25, Corollaries 2C, 2D, 3B].

Theorem 2.4 (Salinetti-Wets). Let X be finite dimensional and suppose tpt, tp

are closed proper convex functions. Then,

(a) if tpt^> tp and aff(dom(^)) c aff(dom((z>)), Then tp,^ tp .

(b) if tpt ̂  tp then tpt ̂  tp on int(dom($>)).   D
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Here, aff(-) denotes the affine hull and dom(/) = {x : f(x) < +00} is the

domain of /. Notice that the condition aff(dom(tpt)) c aff(dom(ç>)) in (a) of

the above result holds trivially when int(dom(ç?)) ^ 0.

Let us also mention the following result about Mosco convergence of mono-

tone sequences of convex functions.

Proposition 2.5. Let (<pt)t>0 be a family ofi closed proper convex functions.

(a) if tpt increases as t j 0, then M-converges to supi>0 <pt.

(b) if <pt decreases as t [ 0, M-converges to cl[inf(>0 tpt], where ' cl ' denotes

the l.s.c. closure (weak or strong since inf(>0 tpt is convex).   D

To end this short review, let us prove the following simple result about lower

semicontinuity of M-limits which we shall need later.

Proposition 2.6. If tp is the M-limit of a family of functions (<pt)t>0, then it is

sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous (l.s.c), that is to say,

(4) (Vjc e X)(Vx„ -, x)       limhu>(*„ ) > <p(x).
" h—too "

Proof. Let us take xn —- x and extract a subsequence (xk)k€J such that

q>(xf) -, r := liminfn^oo tp(xn). We may suppose r < 00 since otherwise

the result is obvious.

Let us fix a sequence rk -, r with rk > <p(xk) and choose an arbitrary

sequence ti [0. According to (3)(b) we may select, for each fixed k £ J, a
k   « k

sequence x¡ —> xk with lim^^ <pt (x¡ ) = <p(xk). Then we may find an integer

i(k) such that for x'k = xi(k) one has \\x'k - xk\\ < l/k and <pt   (x'f) < rk .

It follows easily that x'k -, x, and since we may always choose i(k) to be

strictly increasing we also have that lim^^^ ti(k) = 0. We may then use (3)(a)

to conclude that

<p(x) < liminf tp,   (xl) < liminf r, = r

which gives us the desired conclusion.   D

3. Pseudo-derivatives

With the notion of M -convergence at hand we may proceed to introduce the

first and second order pseudo-derivatives, along the same lines as in [24, Rock-

afellar]. As pointed out before, the only difference with respect to Rockafellar's

definitions is at a technical level since we consider the infinite dimensional case

by replacing the epiconvergence with A7-convergence.

From now on, /: X —> K will be a given fixed function, and x £ X a point

at which / is finite.

Definition 3.1. We say that / is pseudo-dififerentiable at x if the quotients

A tv) := Ax + tv)-fix)
«v   1 t
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jW-converge, with Af-limA^O) = 0.  The limit function is then denoted fx

and it is called the (first order) pseudo-derivative of / at x .

A vector v* £ X* is called a pseudo-gradient for / at x if for every v £ X

one has (v*, v) < fx(v). The set of pseudo-gradients for / at jc is denoted

dfiix).

The next proposition contains the basic features of (first order) pseudo-

derivatives.

Proposition 3.2. 7/ / is pseudo-dijfierentiable at x then,

(a) fx is sequentially weakly l.s.c, positively homogeneous and proper, and

(b) the pseudo-gradients of fi at x are the vectors v* £ X* such that3

(5) fiy) > fix) + (v*,y-x) + o(\\y -x\\).

Proof, (a) The lower semicontinuity of f'x is immediate from Proposition 2.6.

To show the positive homogeneity let us take v £ X and X > 0, and choose

tn 1 0 and vn -, v with [fi(x + tnvf - f(x)]/tn -, fx(v). It follows that

f(x + (tJX)Xvn)-fi(x)        f

and using (3)(a) we deduce that fx(Xv) < Xfx(v). This inequality applied with

Xv and l/X instead of v and X gives us the converse inequality, Xfx(v) <

fx(Xv) and the conclusion follows.

To prove that fx is proper, we proceed by contradiction supposing the ex-

istence of v £ X such that ffv) = -co. Then for all n £ N we have

fi^(v/n) = — oc and by the previously established semicontinuity we deduce

f'x(0) = -co contradicting the pseudo-differentiability of / at x .

(b) Suppose v* satisfies (5) and choose v £ X, tn [ 0, and vn -, v such

that [f(x + tnvn) - fi(x)]/tn -, fx(v). Then from (5) we have

(„' , Vf + °(IMJ)  <  fiX + tnVj-fJX)

and going to the limit we deduce (v*, v) < fi'x(v). Since v was arbitrary we

conclude that v* is a pseudo-gradient for / at x .

Conversely, let us suppose that v* £ df(x). If (5) was not verified we could

find a < 0 and yn -, x such that

fiyn)-fix)-iv*,yn-x)

K-*\
< a.

3The notation o(||/!||*) will be used in the sequel to denote a function verifying

lim o(h)l\\h\\k =0.
h—*0
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Since X is reflexive we may extract a subsequence, still denoted yn , such that

vn := (yn - x)/\\yn - x\\ -, v for some v £ X, and setting tn = \\yn - x\\ we

get

f{X + t^-m<(v*,vn) + a.
n

Letting n —* oo and using (3) we finally obtain

fx(v) < (v*, v) + a < (v*, v)

contradicting the fact that v* is a pseudo-gradient.   D

It can also be seen that in the finite dimensional case one may characterize

the epigraph of fx as the 'tangent' cone to the epigraph of /, that is to say,

epi(/j = limepi(/)-(X'/W).

On the other hand, in the convex case it turns out that pseudo-differentiability

is equivalent to subdifferentiability in the usual sense, and that in such a case

the pseudo-gradients and the subgradients coincide. Here is a more detailed

description.

Proposition 3.3. If fi is convex then the following are equivalent:

(a) / is pseudo-diffierentiable at x.

(b) the directional derivative f (x ; •) is lower semicontinuous at 0.

(c) fi has at least one subgradient at x.

In this case fx equals the l.s.c. closure of f(x ; •) (weak or strong since it is

convex) and moreover the pseudo-gradients and subgradients of f at x coincide

and verify

fx(v) = sup(df(x),v).

Proof. It is well known that in the convex case the quotients A   decrease to

f'(x ; •) as í | 0, so that using Proposition 2.5 we see that At  iW-converges to

cl[f(x ; •)], and the equivalence between (a) and (b) becomes evident.

Also, since cl[f'(x ; •)] is a closed sublinear function, it follows from well

known results of convex analysis that (b) is equivalent to the existence of a

subgradient, that is, to (c).

The remaining assertions are immediate consequences of the previous facts

and known results in convex analysis.   D

Let us turn now to the second order pseudo-derivatives. We shall consider

here two related notions which correspond to two particular choices of second

order differential quotients, and are the A7-convergence equivalents of those

introduced in [24].

Definition 3.4. Let / be pseudo-differentiable at x and v* £ df(x). We say

that / is twice pseudo-dififierentiable at x relative to v*  if the second order
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differential quotients

A„*      ._ fi(x + tv) - fjx) - t(v*, v)

r/2

A7-converge, with A/-lim A)1 (0) = 0. The limit function is then denoted fx v.

and called the second order pseudo-derivative of / at x relative to «*.

The second order pseudo-derivatives enjoy quite similar properties to those

proved for the first order ones. The following proposition gives the basic facts.

Proposition 3.5. Let f be twice pseudo-diffierentiable at x relative to the pseudo-

gradient v* £ df(x). Then

(a) fx v- is sequentially weakly l.s.c, proper and positively homogeneous of

order two (fix\v.(Xv) = X2f¿v.(v)) ;

(b) fx v. is positive when f is convex;

i°) f'x,v'iv)<+co^ fxiv) = (v* ,v);

(d) k = min{/^' v.(v) : \\v\\ < 1} is finite and attained, and for all v £ X

one has

k\\v\\2</Jv.(v).

Proof. The proof of (a) is completely analogous to the corresponding one in

Proposition 3.2 and is left to the reader. Part (b) follows from the positivity of

A^ , and part (d) is a consequence of (a) and the weak compactness of the unit

ball in X.

In order to show (c) let us take tn [ 0 and vn -> v such that

fix + tnv„)-fix)-tniv*,vn)

It follows that
[/(* + fnVn) - fix)

limJix^w-nx)-tn[o ,cn) ^r.

lim
n—»oo

*n
-<«    >Vn)

= 0

and since vn converges to v , we deduce using (3) that (v*, v) > f'x(v). We

conclude the proof by noting that the converse inequality is also satisfied since

V* £ dfi(x) .     D

The second notion of twice differentiability we shall consider corresponds to

the M -convergence version of the one introduced by Ben-Tal and Zowe [5, 6],

and in its "epigraphical" version by Rockafellar [24].

Definition 3.6. Let / be pseudo-differentiable at x, and v £ dom(Jx). The

parabolic pseudo-derivative of / at x in the direction v is the M -limit—

whenever it exists—of the quotients

nv,   v      f(x + tv + \t2w)-fi(x)-tf'x(v)

D<{w) :=-Tfi-•

We shall denote it by d2fi(x ; v , ■).
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In [24], a general class of functions (defined on finite dimensional spaces) is

exhibited for which both f'x v. and d f(x ; v, •) do exist. Namely, they are

well defined for the functions of the type fi=g°F where F is of class C and

g is a piecewise linear-quadratic function verifying an extra regularity condition

(see [24] for details). Moreover, a duality result linking both kinds of derivatives

is proved for this class of functions by studying the specific expressions that the

derivatives take in such a case.

We shall extend Rockafellar's results to a larger class of functions g and

moreover, without requiring the spaces to be finite dimensional. We begin by

studying in the next results the case of a convex function, and we shall present

the general case in the next section.

Our first result extends [24, Proposition 3.5] and further clarifies the rela-

tionship existing between the second order pseudo-derivative and the parabolic

one. It gives moreover a general criteria for the existence of the latter and a

formula to compute it which may be easier to handle in specific situations than

the plain definition.

For the rest of this section we assume that / is closed proper and convex,

with df(x) j¿ 0, that is, / is pseudo-differentiable at x. We shall also use

the following notation

dfi(x)v := {w* £ df(x) : (w*, v) = />)}.

Theorem 3.7. Let v £ dom(/^) and suppose that for every v* £ df(x)v, the

second order pseudo-derivative fx v. exists and satisfies

(6) (H)       £Av) = lim fix + tv)-f(x)-t(v*,v)<
Jx,v ao ^2

■y
Then, the parabolic pseudo-derivative d f(x ; v , ■) exists and is given by

(7) d2f(x;v,w)=     sup    fx v.(v) + (v*, w)
v'edf(x)v     '

and dually we have

/ox r^/v uV  *ï      f-fx'v'iv)>    ifiv* £df(x)v;
(8) [d f(x;v, •)] (v ) = < .

I +co, otherwise.

Proof. Setting h(v*) = -f^v>iv) for v* £ df(x)v and h(v*) = +oo other-

wise, and using Theorem 2.2 we see that the result is equivalent to the statement:

(Dy % h.

Let us begin with the case v* £ df(x)v . We first observe that for all w* £

X* one obtains, after some straightforward calculations, the equality

(Dvt)*(w*) = \[f(x) + fi*(w*) - (w*, x)] + j[/x(v) - (w*, v)]
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so that for each v* —• v* it follows by taking w* = v* that

(9) ]iminf(Dvt)*(v*) = +co = h(v*).

Indeed, if v* is not a subgradient, then we have

limmf[fi(x) + /*(<) - (v*, x)] > [f(x) + />*) - (v* ,x)}>0

so that in such a case the quantities \[fi(x) + f*(v*) - (v*, x)] go to +co

(faster than 2[fx(v) - (v*, v)] could go to -co).

Similarly, if v* is a subgradient but does not belong to df(x)v , then the term

\[fix) + f*iv*) - (v*, x)] is nonnegative, while [fxiv) - (v*, v)] converges

to [fxiv) - (v*, v)]> 0 so that divided by t diverges to +00 .

Since for all tn \ 0 we may take the trivial sequence v* = v* for obtaining

(3)(b), we conclude using (9) that .M-lim^)*^*) = h(v*) for all vectors

v* i df(x)v .
Let us consider next the case v* £ dfi(x)v .  It is also a simple matter to

obtain from the equality Dvt(w) = A" (v + jtw) + (v*, w) the characterization

;io) (Dt) (w ) = -inf i-±—-'-, z-v)+At (z).

In particular, for v* -, v* we deduce that (D")*(v*) > -Avt (v) so that in

view of (6) we obtain

(11) liminf(T);)*«) > -fx v.(v) = h(v).
«io       '       ' ■*■"

Next we observe that for all t > 0, the ball B(v*, \ft) is weakly compact so

that using a minimax theorem we obtain from (10)

(12) min     (Dvtf (w*) = -inf Avt'(z) + ^\\z-v\\.
w'€B(v',Vt) Z£X ft

But in order to compute the infimum on the right it suffices to consider the

z 's verifying A" (z) + (2/yft)\\z - v\\ < Avt (v), which since A" (z) is always

positive, are all included in B(v , a(t)) where a(t) = (\ft/2)Avt (v).

We may then select v* £ B(v*, \ft) and vt £ B(v, a(t)) which minimize

the expressions in (12), and write

1

(Dt ) (vt) = -A, (vt) - -j=\\vt - v\\ < -At (v,).

From (6) we get a(t) -, 0 as t tends to 0, so that !),-»!) and passing to

the limit in the previous inequality we get

lim sup^nO < -lim inf A?'(t;,) < -fx v.(v) = h(v)
«10 <i°

which combined with (11) and in view of (3) allows us to conclude.   G
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Remark. Let us notice that under the hypothesis (H), the quantities fj v-iv)

are constant for v* £ dfi(x)v and equal to

a( v     ,.    fix + tv) - f(x) - tfx(v)
8(v) = hm-=-—

UO t2/2

so that formula (7) reads

d2fi(x; v, w) = 6(v)+    sup    (v*,w).
v'€df(x)v

As pointed out earlier, the existence of the first and second order pseudo-

derivatives was demonstrated for a large class of functions in [24]. Let us

add one more example, that of sublinear functions, which is of importance in

optimization since a large class of problems can be reduced to minimizing a■y
composition of a sublinear function with a «F   mapping.

Example 1. Let p: X —> R be a closed proper sublinear function.  It is well

known that such a function may be expressed as

p(x) =   sup   (v*, x)
v'edp{0)

so that p is pseudo-differentiable at 0 with p'0= p .

It is straightforward to verify that for all v* £ dp(0), the second order

pseudo-derivative p'¿ v. exists and is given by

«, Í 0,        if (v* ,v)=p(v),

P°'V'{V'~ {+00,    otherwise.

Moreover, condition (H) is verified so that the parabolic derivative of p at

0 exists for all v and can be characterized as

d p(0; v, w) =    sup   (v*,w).   a
v'edP(0)v

The utility of Theorem 3.7 depends on our ability to verify the hypothesis

(H). Example 1 presents one of such situations. We shall give next more general

results ensuring this condition.

Proposition 3.8. Suppose X is finite dimensional.

(a) if the pointwise limit A"   :=lim;10A"   exists and either dom(A'; ) has

a nonvoid interior or dom(/) c x + dom(A" ) then fx v. exists and coincides

with Av'.

(b) >f fx v* exists and v £ mt(dom(fx' *)) then (H) is verified.

Proof. Immediate from Theorem 2.4.   D

These criteria for verifying (H) are not very useful however, except in partic-

ular cases where dfi(x)v is "small". In fact, according to Proposition 3.5(c) we
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see that dom(fiJ v.) is included in4 Ndf{.(v*), which is likely to have a void

interior (even when int(dom(/)) ^ 0).

On the other hand, the assumption made in (b) is quite strong and allows us

to deduce the following finite dimensional variant of Theorem 3.7.

Theorem 3.9. Suppose X is finite dimensional. Let v £ dom(/^) and assume

that Vq £ dfi(x) exists such that fx v. is defined and

(13) ^einttdomC/^.))-

■y
Then the parabolic pseudo-derivative d f(x ; v , ■) exists and is given by

(14) d2fi(x ;v,w) = f;tV.iv) + (v*, w).

If moreover fxv. exists for all v* £ df(x)v then (1) holds with the supremum

being in fact attained in v^ .

Proof. Proposition 3.5(c) implies that v^ £ df(x)v so that for each w £ X we

may write

Dvt(w) = Avf(v + \tw) + (v* , w).

It is clear that tpt := ¿ff (v + •) epiconverges to tp := f"x v.(v + •) and that

the linear maps Atw := \tw converge to AQ = 0 as 11 0.

Moreover, (13) implies that 0 £ int(Rg/l0 - dom(tp)) and we can therefore

use [16, Theorem 8] to deduce that

tptoAt^tpoA0 = fxv.(v).

Since the function (v^, ■) is continuous, we may conclude (see [1, §1.2.3])

that Dvt(w) ^ fx v.(v) + (Vq , ■}, and (14) is therefore proved.

To prove the second assertion we observe that for v* £ df(x)v  one has

Dvt(w) = Avt (v + \tw) + (v*, w) from which it follows, using the characteri-

zation of epiconvergence given in Theorem 2.1, that

d f(x;v ,w)> fx\v>(v) + (v*, w)

and the result is then apparent.   D

Another criteria (this one holding in the infinite dimensional case as well)

which helps in verifying hypothesis (H) in Theorem 3.7, is given in the next

proposition. To this end let us recall that the e-subdifferential of a convex

function / at a point x is the set

dj(x) := {x* £ X* : fi(x) - e + (x*, y - x) < f(y), Vy e X}.

4 Ndñx)^v*^ ~ iv e % : (w*, v) < (v*, v) Vio* e df(x)} is the usual normal cone to df(x)

at s*. Equivalently v € NBj.,x,(v*) if and only if v* € df(x)v .
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Proposition 3.10. Let v* £ df(x) and suppose that for all v e X verifying

(v*, v) = fx(v) one has

(15) (Vf, | 0)(Ve > 0)      S*-limsupUdet2fi(x + tnv)-v*]^0.
n—»oo    ln       »

Then f" v. exists if and only if (Avt )t>0 converges pointwise and in such a case

both limits coincide.

Proof. When (v* ,v) < f'x(v) one easily sees from Proposition 3.3 that there

are e > 0 and a weak neighborhood V of v such that

[f(x + tv) - fi(x)]/t - (v*, v') > fix ; v) - (v* ,v')>e

for all r > 0 and v £ V. It follows at once that for all vt -, v we have

(16) limA" (v) = +00 = limA!' (v.).
«10   ' no   '     '

Let us consider next the case (v*, v) = fx(v) and take a sequence vt -, v .

Suppose first that (A" ) converges pointwise and choose a sequence tn | 0 so

that tfivt)^ lim inf^Af^).
From (15) we may find, for each e > 0, a linear function w* £ X*, a subset

un —> w   with

v' + tnKzdeAfix + tnV)

J of N and a sequence w* "-^ w* with

so that we may write

A" (v) < Av (v )-2e- 2(w* ,v   - v)
n n n " ln

and going to the limit we obtain

limA,  (w) < liminf Ay (v,)-2e.
«10    ' «io       '      '

Letting e 1 0 and using (16) and Proposition 2.3 we conclude that fx v. exists

and coincides with limii0 A"  .

Conversely, let us suppose that fx v.  exists. Let us choose tn | 0 so that
mm *

A^ (v) -, limsupaoAj' (v) and take vn -, v with A^ (vf -, /"„•(«). For

each e > 0 we may find w* "—»• w* as before and deduce

AÍ(v)<AÍ(vn)-2e-2(w*n,vn-v).

Letting « î co and then e 1 0 we deduce

lim sup A)1 (v)<fx v.(v)
«io

and we conclude the proof by using Proposition 2.3 once again.   D
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Let us remark that in the finite dimensional case, condition (15) may be

equivalently expressed as

1 *
(Ve > 0)       lim sup -d(d if(x + tv), v ) < +00

«10     t

which is obviously satisfied when / is of class ff1'1.

4. Chain rules for pseudo-derivatives

We shall consider in this section the pseudo-differentiability properties of the

functions of the type

(17) f=goF

where F is of class fê and g is a convex function which is locally lipschitzian

on its domain C = dom(g) = {x : g(x) < +00}. We shall therefore extend

the results in [24, Rockafellar] which apply only when g is piecewise linear-

quadratic (see [24] for the precise definition), and the involved spaces are finite

dimensional.

The class of extended real valued functions such as g is of main significance

in mathematical programming. In fact, the infinite valuedness of the functions

one is led to deal with in optimization, appears frequently as a consequence of

manipulating the constraints of a problem by way of an infinite penalization

associated to the violation of these. Namely, one replaces the problem

Minimize {g(x) : x £ C}

by the 'unrestricted' one

Minimize {(g + xc)ix) '■ x £ X}

where xcix) = 0 for x 6 C and xcix) = +°° otherwise. The function g + Xc

is clearly convex and locally lipschitzian on its domain as soon as C is convex

and g : X —» E is also convex and locally lipschitz.

More generally, functions of the type ( 17) arise when considering optimiza-

tion problems with functional constraints like

(18) Minimize {<p(G(x)) : x £ A and H(x) £ B}

y
where G and 77 are W mappings, A and B are closed convex sets and 4>

is a locally lipschitz convex function. In fact, if we define

g(y,z, x) := tp(y) + xBiz) + XAix),

F(x):=(G(x),H(x),x)

one easily sees that (18) is equivalent to

Minimize {g ° F(x) : x £ X)

where no explicit constraints appear and g and F verify the assumptions made

for (17).
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We shall fix for the rest of this section two reflexive Banach spaces Y and■y _
X, a W mapping F : Y ^ X and a closed proper convex function ^:I-»1

such that g\c is locally lipschitzian, where C = dom(g). We shall denote

/ = g o F and study its pseudo-differentiability properties at a fixed point

y £ dom(fi) = F~X(C). We shall also denote jc = F(y).

We will need throughout the following regularity assumption, which is akin

to Robinson's regularity condition [21, 22],

(19) 0£core[C-F(y)-DF(y)Y].

In fact the important consequence of (19) which we shall use in the sequel is

the following:

Theorem 4.1. 7/(19) is satisfied, then there exist m > 0 and a (strong) neigh-

borhood W of y such that

(20) d(z,F~x(C))<md(F(z),C)

for all z £ W.

Proof. See for instance [21].   □

For other equivalent statements and important consequences of condition

(19) in mathematical programming see for example [7, 19, 21, 22] and refer-

ences therein.

We proceed now to state and prove the pseudo-differentiability results for the

general function / = g o F. We shall begin by studying the first order pseudo-

derivative and the parabolic one, and later we shall tackle the more difficult case

of the second order pseudo-derivative.

Theorem 4.2. The function g is pseudo-dififierentiable at x. Moreover, ificondi-

tion (19) is satisfied then go F ispseudo-differentiable at y, and we have

(21) (goF)'y(h) = g'x(DF(y)h)

and also

(22) d(goF)(y) = DF(y)*dg(x)

where DF(y)* represents the adjoint operator of DF(y).

Proof. Let us choose a lipschitz constant / for g\c working in the (strong)

neighborhood V of x, that is

(23) Is(*i)-*(*2)l</||*,-*2||       Vx,,x2eKnC

and suppose with no loss of generality that V c W where W is the neighbor-

hood given by the previous theorem.

From (23) we readily obtain that

-l\\v\\<g'ix;v)      \/v£X

from which we get cl[g'(x; -)](0) = 0 and the pseudo-differentiability of g

follows from Proposition 3.3.
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Let us consider next the function / = g o F .

If h £ Y and ht -* h then one has

(24) F(y + tht)-F(y) _^ ̂ ^

Indeed, for each v* £ X* and every t > 0 we may find at £]0, 1[ such that

(v-,AAl±lA^m\. = {v-,DF{y + taiW.

Now,  ht -, h so that iht)t>0 is strongly bounded and therefore y + tatht

converges strongly to y . Since F is Wx we can see that the right-hand side of

the above equality converges to (v*, DF(y)h), proving therefore (24).

Hence, using (24) and (3) we obtain that

gx(DF(y)h) < liminfAfht)

where At is taken as in Definition 3.1.

Let us take next tn j 0 and construct a sequence hn ^ h with

lim sup A, (hn) < g'x(DF(y)h).
n—>oo        "

It suffices to consider the case g'x(v) < co, where we have set v = DF(y)h .

Then if we choose vn -, v with [g(x + tnvn) - g(x)]/tn -, g'x(v), for all n

large enough we must have x + tnvn £ C and we may use the previous theorem

to write

d(y + tnh, F~X(C)) < m\\F(y + tnh) -x- tHvH\\ = o(tf

which allows us to select hn —> h with y■ + tnhn e F~ (C).

Now, v'n = [F(y + tnhn) - F(y)]/tn -, v and x + tnv'n £ C so that for all n

large enough we have from (23)

V^*,x + 'f-*w+/K-»,ii

and passing to the limit we obtain limsup^^A, (hn) < g'x(DF(y)h) as re-

quired.

The previous arguments prove that / is pseudo-differentiable and that (21)

holds.   Moreover, a well-known result about support functions allows us to

deduce _
d(goF)(y) = DF(y)*dg(x).

But since C - x c dom(^), we get from (19) and Baire's lemma that 0 £

int[RgDF(y) - dom(^)] and consequently DF(y)*dg(x) is closed (see for

instance [3, Chapter I, §5, Theorem 5]) so that (22) holds.   O

For the parabolic pseudo-derivative we may prove the following result, whose

proof parallels very closely the previous one.
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Theorem 4.3. Suppose (19) holds. Let h £ dom(g o F)'y and suppose that the

parabolic pseudo-derivative d2g(F(y); DF(y)h, •) exists. Then we also have

that d2(g o F)(y;h, •) exists and is given by

(25) d2(g oF)(y ;h,k) = d2g(F(y) ; DF(y)h, DF(y)k + D2F(y)hh).

Proof. Let us set v = DF(y)h and w = DF(y)k + D2F(y)hh . We claim that

for all kt^ k one has

Fly + th+ -\t2kt) - Fjy) - tDF(y)h
(26) w, :=-      '-> w.

Indeed, similarly to the proof of the previous theorem, for each v* £ X* and

each t > 0 one may find at £]0, 1[ such that

(v*, wt) = (v*, DF(y)kt + D2F(yt)hh) + t(v*, D2F(yf(h + $*,)*,)

where y = y + afth + jt2kt). Since kt -, k and Fe?2 we get yt —► y and

D2Fiyt) —* D2F(y), and also that the second term on the right-hand side above

tends to zero, from which (26) follows easily.

Combining (26) with (21) we get
y L

d g(x ; v, w) < liminfD. (k.)
«io      '    '

where Dt  is taken as in Definition 3.6.

Let us consider next tn | 0 and construct kn-, k so that

(27) lim sup D, (kf) <d g(x; v, w).
n—*oo n

y
Obviously it suffices to consider the case d g(x ; v , w) < oo, so that by taking

wn -, w with

iix + tnV + {t2nW)-g(x)-tng'xiv)^d2g{x.v^

we must have x + tnv + jtnwn £ C for all n sufficiently large and we may write

(see Theorem 4.1)

d(y + tnh + \t\k, F~X(C)) < m\\F(y + tnh + \t\k) -x-tnv- \t2nwn\\ = o(t2n)

which allows us to choose kn —<■ k with y + tnh + \t2nkn £ F~X(C).

Clearly one has,

¿ .    F(y + tnh + {t2nkn)-F(y)-tnDF(y)h

and using the lipschitzianity of g relative to its domain we can deduce for all

n large enough

nA,;  , , 8ix + tnv + {t2nwn)-g(x)-t g'(v) ,
Dt(kf <-n--       "   -s-î— + l\\wn - wn\\

which after taking upper limits yields (27) as required.   D
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We come now to our final chain rule which concerns the second order pseudo-

derivatives. It basically asserts that g o F is twice pseudo-differentiable as soon

as g satisfies the requirements in Theorem 3.7 and the regularity condition

(19). Moreover, a duality relation similar to the one in Theorem 3.7 is shown

to be valid for g o F .

Theorem 4.4. Suppose (19)  holds, and that for all v £ DF(y)Y  and every

v* £ dg(x)v the second order pseudo-derivative g"x v. exists and satisfies

(28) ¿ ..(„) = lim glx + tv)-gix)-t(v\v) < +qq_

y
If the mapping h -* D F(y)hh is continuous w.r.t. the weak topologies on Y

and X (in particular if Y is finite dimensional), then the second order pseudo-

derivative (g°F)" h. exists for all h* £ d(g o F)(y) andean be characterized

as

{ infd2(g o F)(y ; ft, k) - (h* ,k),
keY

,ti
(29) (g°F)y,h.(h)=\

and also

(30) (goF)'yJl.(h)
;"

Ae#a(lfof)00(A*);

. +00,        otherwise;

max gxv.(DF(y)h) + (v*,D2F(y)hh),
v'eA(h') x'

h e N0{goF){y)(h );

. +00,        otherwise;

where A(h*) = {v* £ dg(x) : DF(y)*v* = ft*} .

Proof. Let us fix h* £ d(g ° F)(y), and let us begin by proving the otherwise

parts of (29) and (30). Indeed, if (ft*, ft) < fy(h) and ft, — ft then one has

liminf/0^«)-/W -{h*,ht)>o
«io t '

from which it should be clear that

(31) lim inf A?" (ft,) = +co > lim sup A?" (ft).
UO «10

Let us then consider the case (ft*, ft) = f(h). To begin with, we observe

that for ht-, ft and v* £ A(ft*) we may write

A?* (ft,) = \[gix + tvt) - gix) - t(v*, vt)]

(32) '
+ (v*, l[F(y + /ft,) - F(y) - tDF(y)ht]j

where vt := [F(y + tht) - F(y)]/t.
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It follows as in the proof of Theorem 4.2 that vt -» v := DF(y)h . Moreover,

using the mean value theorem we may find for each r > 0 an a, e]0, 1[ such

that with yt= y + tatht one has

t2 ■>
(v*, F(y + tht) - F(y) - tDF(y)ht) = -¿(v*, D2F(yt)htht).

y
Now, it is easy to see that yt —* y , and since F is of class W   we obtain

,.    .  ,/  .   F(y + tht)-F(y)-tDF(y)ht\
lim inf ( v  , -£-~-'- )

no   \ f/2 I

= \iminf(v* ,D2F(y)h,hA)
«io ' '

= (v  , D2F(y)hh)

the last equality by the weak continuity of the second derivative of F. On

replacing this in (32) we deduce that for all v* £ A(ft*) one has

(33) Hm inf Af (ft,) > g'x „. (DF(y)h) + (v*, D2F(y)hh).
«10 '

Let us fix next a sequence tn | 0. Theorems 3.7 and 4.3 ensure the existence
y L

of d f(y ; ft, •) so that for each k £ Y we may find kn -, k with D, (kf) -,

d2fi(y ; h,k). Then, for all m £ N and n large enough we have h'n = ft +

jtnkn £ B(h, l/m) and we get

lim sup      inf     A, (ft') < d fi(y ; ft, k) - (ft*, k).
«¡-.oo    h'€B(h,\/m)     "

Since this holds for all k £ Y we deduce

h*        f ?

lim sup      inf      A   (ft ) < a := inf d fi(y ; ft, k) - (ft , k)
«-.oo    h'eB{h,l/m)     » k£Y

and consequently, if a £ R, we may find an integer Jï(m) so that

inf      A?"(ft') <q+ l/m       Vn>ñ(m).
h'€B(h,l/m)     "

One may always choose «(•) to be strictly increasing so that if we define m(n) =

max{m : ñ(m) < n) we have that m(n) goes to oo with n and n(m(n)) < n .

We may then find hn £ B(h, l/m(n)) with

A**(A„)<a+l/M(n)

which implies that hn -, ft and limsupn_>00 Aht (hf <a.

Combining this last fact with (33) (and (31)) we see that everything, including

the finiteness of a, boils down to showing the equality

a =   max_ g"x y. (DF(y)h) + (v*, D2F(y)hh).
v  6A(A  )       '
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Now, using (25) and defining O(z) := d2g(F(y) ; DF(y)h, z + D2F(y)hh) ;

A := DF(y) ; and &(k) := -(ft*, k) we may write

a = inf <&(Ak) + &(k).
key

We claim that

0 £ (A* dom(<P*) + dom(0*))   and   0 e int(^ dom(8) - dom(O))

so we can use Fenchel's duality theorem (see for example [3, Chapter IV, §4,

Corollary 12]) to obtain that

(34) a = - min @*(-A*v*) + qV(u*).
v'ex'

Now, trivially one has 8* = Xi-/,'} anc* using (8) we obtain

(35) OV) = { s'x,v'iDFiy)h) - iv*, D2F(y)hh),    if v* £ dg(x)v ;

\ +00, otherwise;

which replaced in (34) gives us

a=       max      g" v.(DF(y)h) + (v*, D2F(y)hh).
v'€dg(x)v        X'V

DF(y)'v'=h'

But as soon as v* £ dg(x) verifies DF(y)*v* = ft* one has automatically

that v* £ dg(x)v so that in fact

a=   max   g" vfDF(y)h) + (v*, D2F(y)hh)
v'€A(h')    X'

as it was to be proved.

To conclude our proof we must only verify our claim in the sense that 0 £

(A* dom(0>*) + dom(G*)) and 0 € int(^ dom(8) - dom(O)).

Firstly we notice that Theorem 4.2 implies the existence of v* £ dg(x)

such that DF(y)*v* = ft* and, as we already noticed, we have automatically

v* £ dg(x)v . Combining this with (35) and (28) we get ft* £ A* dom(<P*) and

consequently 0 G (A* dom(O') + dom(8*)).

Let us finally prove that 0 £ int(;4dom(8) - dom(cp)). From (28) we have

that x + tv £ C for all t small enough. Hence, for all z £ C and X > 0 we

will have for all small t > 0,

(1 - f)[x + tv] + {[x + tX(z-x)] = x + tv + \t2(X(z - x) - v) £ C

and choosing / > 0 a lipschitz constant for g near x (on C) we get

g(x + tv + \t2(X(z -x)- v)) < g(x + tv) + \lt2\\X(z -x)-v\\

y
from which we may deduce, using (28), that X(z-x)-v £ dom(«i g(x ; v , ■)).

It follows that R+(C - x) - v c dom(O) + D2F(y)hh and therefore

K+(C - F(y) - DF(y)Y) - D2F(y)hh c dom(<D) - ^dom(8)

and since by (19) the left-hand side equals X, our proof is complete.   D
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Remark. From (28) we can see that the term gx v.(DF(y)h) appearing in the

maximum in (30) does not depend on v* £ A(ft*) when ft e Nô(   f)( }(ft*) (see

also the remark following Theorem 3.7).

Thus, (30) may be rewritten as

f T(ft) +   max  (v*, D2F(y)hh),    if ft 6 N (h*) ;
ig°F)'yX(h)=\ o'eMk-) d{gF){y)

i +00,    otherwise;

where T(h) = limtl0[g(F(y) + tDF(y)h) - g(F(y)) - t(g o F)'y(h)]/(t2/2).

Remark. To be sure that these results extend those in [24], let us mention that

piecewise linear-quadratic functions always satisfy (28) (see [24, Theorem 3.1]),

and that the regularity condition considered by Rockafellar

«Vc(x)nKer(£>.F(y)*) = {0}

is equivalent to (19) in the finite dimensional case.

5. Optimality conditions

Just in order to illustrate how pseudo-derivatives may be used in connection

with optimization problems, we present the following optimality conditions. We

shall assume that all the pseudo-derivatives we shall employ do exist, without

explicitly mentioning it.

Theorem 5.1. Let f:X^R and x £ X a point at which f is finite.
(a) Necessary Conditions. If x is a local minimum for fi then

(i) fxiv) > 0 for all v eX, that is, 0 £ df(x) ;

(ii) fx\fv)>Oforall v£X;

(iii) fx(v) = 0 => d2f(x ; v , w) > 0 for all w £ X.

(b) Sufficient Condition. If X is finite dimensional and 0 e df(x), then

a sufficient condition for x to be a strict local minimum for fi is that for each

nonzero v £ X one has fx Q(v) > 0.

Proof, (a) The proofs of all these assertions are very similar and simple. Let us

show for instance (iii). Indeed, by taking tn I 0 and wn —* w such that

Dvt(wn) —> d f(x; v, w), we see that for all n sufficiently large we have

f(x + tnv + \t\wf) > fi(x) so that Dvt (wn) > 0 and the conclusion follows.

(b) By contradiction, suppose we may find xn —► x such that xn # x and

fixf) < fix). With no loss of generality we may suppose that the sequence

vn := ixn ~ x)/\\xn - x\\ converges to some v with \\v\\ = 1, so that defining

ln = Wxn - x\\ we get

^oW<limmf/(X + '<;'"/W<0
««-oo ¿2/2

which is contrary to our assumption.   D
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